Engineering material systems for smart components and novel device applications require a thorough understanding on the structure-property-processing relationships to optimize their performance. The factors determining performance characteristics of the multi-phase/component heterogeneous polycrystalline hybrid (MPCHPH) systems are not identical to devices based on single-crystal/single-junction (SCSJ) technology. Performing SCSJ-like data-analysis on the MPCHPH systems can lead to confusion in delineating simultaneously operative phenomena when "physical geometrical factors" are used in normalizing the as-measured electrical parameters or electrical quantities. Such an analytical approach can vitiate interpretation when microstructural inhomogeneity plays a key role in determining the electrical path. The advantage of using the as-measured electrical parameters or electrical quantities constituting the "immittance function" is emphasized. The "state of normalization" using physical geometrical factors can only be executed for a specific phenomenon when isolated from the total electrical behavior. 
INTRODUCTION
Many engineering material systems possess highly complex microstructures, which may be regarded as the multi-phase/component heterogeneous polycrystalline hybrid (MPCHPH) materials. Particularly, the structure-property-processing relationships of these systems are crucial in the development of engineering materials for applications as smart components and novel devices. 1'2 The resulting arrangement of the grains, grain-boundaries, and other phases (when present) constitutes an integrated series-parallel lacy network of conducting paths involving "rn" junctions in parallel and "n" junctions in series between the electrode terminals. 2'3 The lumped behavior of this network indicates dominance of the electrical paths 140 M.A. ALIM conduction processes, can then be used as indicators to optimize microstructural network configuration by varying the chemistry, composition or recipe, processing variables, etc. In addition, these parameters/elements can be used to construct an equivalent circuit model, consisting of the conducting paths, regardless of the complexity in the microstructure. In this way, useful interpretations and conclusions can be drawn for a DUT.
The as-measured "electrical parameters" or "electrical quantities" as a function of frequency (f) can be transformed to the immittance (I*) function and analyzed in a complex plane formalism. This function represents ac small-signal immittance data in the complex plane formalism by I* I'_ + j I",
(1) where j , I' and I" are the real and imaginary parts of I*, respectively.
These real and imaginary parts can be termed as electrical quantities, and each of these parts contain as-measured electrical parameters. The form of the as-measured electrical parameters contained in the electrical quantities depends on the type of the immittance function. The _ _ _ sign also depends on the type of this function. Therefore, the complex plane representation involving the LP/CPA technique employs a plot of I' on the x-axis (real) versus I" on the y-axis (imaginary). In general, the BPA involves an investigation of I*, I', I", I' / I", I" / I', as-measured electrical parameters, etc. as a function of frequency at a specific experimental condition. In the same way, the SA involves similar investigation of these parameters as a sequential function of possible experimental variables, such as variation in temperature, pressure, ambient environment, composition or recipe, fabrication or processing route, voltage etc. As an example, in a parallel configuration of the measurement processes, of the system with I* Y* admittance Gp + j(toCp) (2) I' Gp parallel conductance, and I" toCp parallel susceptance.
Using the same measurement configuration, (3) of the system with % I* C* capacitance Cp -j(), (4) I' Cp parallel capacitance, and I" Gp imaginary capacitance. 
Here, Gp and Cp are the as-measured parallel equivalent terminal conductance and capacitance, respectively, and R and Cs are the as-measured series equivalent terminal resistance and capacitance, respectively, as a function of angular frequency to(= 2rf). These four as-measured (terminal) electrical parameters (i.e., Gp, Cp, R s, and Cs) are the basic constituents of the immittance function.
The "state of normalization" using "physical geometrical factors" in the immittance data can be traced back to a pioneering work by Cole and Cole.
2 They highlighted non-Debye (non-ideal) electrical behavior in a single relaxation process, and demonstrated an analytical approach of the immittance data via a complex plane formalism (C* e*). As the total electrical response exhibited SCSJ-like behavior, the state of normalization did not affect the fundamental aspect of the demonstration. Grant 21 applied this approach further to polycrystalline materials exhibiting single-like relaxation process. He established simultaneous multiple complex plane analysis (i.e., C* -= e*) and Y* -= {r*) of the same immittance data, and demonstrated multiple aspects of the dielectric representation of a DUT. The parameters e* and {r* are the normalized representation of C* and Y*, respectively, using physical geometrical factors. Their significance is discussed in section V. The physical geometrical factors refer to the physical electrode area and physical thickness of the DUT.
Grant's demonstration inspired many investigators to use the state of normalization in polycrystalline materials regardless of the number of relaxation processes in a complex plane formalism. Such an approach should be adopted with caution when microstructural lacy network plays a key role in determining electrical paths. This is because it restricts significance of specific terminology, i.e., nomenclature for every isolated phenomenon, and does not portray the same situation as it does for a homogeneous system. In other words, an approach involving the use of physical geometrical factors may give rise to erroneous interpretations when applied to a non-SCSJ system. In view of escalating state of normalization using physical geometrical factors in the literature, this In an MPCHPH-type DUT, the current flows through the easiest paths consisting of the series-parallel microstructural network. In other words, the electrical conduction processes occur along the paths which are the shortest between the electrode terminals. Thus, the grains and other relevant phases must produce lumped series effect with the grain-boundaries, as the inter-connecting junctions parallel (or nearly parallel/horizontal) to the physical electrode surface are not likely to be the shortest electrical path. This situation can be visualized from Figure   l (a) where variation in microstructural grain-orientation is considered. The series equivalent conducting path, assumed to be perpendicular (or nearly perpendicular/ vertical) to the electrode surface, must be operative between the two-terminal electrodes. For all practical purposes, possible interference from the cross-linked series-parallel lacy network within the microstructure may be assumed to be negligible, and can have either no or very weak effect on the parallel conducting In addition to the foregoing discussion on the microstructural conduction modeling, a serious attention is required in the immittance data analyses when the porosity becomes a key issue. In the event an MPCHPH system (such as ceramic-based gas sensing materials7) needs a finite degree of porosity in optimizing performance characteristics, a number of factors must be monitored carefully. The measurements are equally useful in any of these three forms, and can be referred to as the immittance data described earlier. These three forms are illustrated in Figure 2 . The choice depends on the material characteristics and the resolution of the measuring parameters in a particular frequency range. A trial run of the acquisition may be helpful before the final data are acquired. This step allows an initial judgement on the dispersion of immittance with frequency. Usually the value of tan dictates the degree of resolution in the measuring parameters. To reduce the stray and lead effects it is better to keep shorter contact leads. The amplitude of the applied ac signal must be adjusted, without affecting intrinsic immittance response, to obtain satisfactory data. Reproducibility of the data depends on sufficient modulation of the quasi-equilibrated Fermi-level of the DUT. The measurement range of frequency is independent of the small-signal amplitude. When the signal amplitude is too low, the immittance data may contain mainly noise. The noise may represent discrete or inconsistent pattern in the data and appear as scattered points in the plot. Therefore, an adjusted amplitude of the applied ac signal is crucial.
The polarization effects at low and ultra-low frequencies (usually in the Hz and sub-Hz regions) also yield noise and data-scattering despite reasonable amplitude of the ac signal. Under these circumstances, instead of increasing the amplitude of the ac signal, enough equilibrium time may be allowed to obtain satisfactory data. On the other hand, at sufficiently high amplitude of the ac signal, the terminal immittance may be affected by the geometric effect within the DUT in addition to the modulation of the quasi-equilibrated Fermi-level. The utilization of the fast Fourier transform (FFT) in conjunction with averaging the measured electrical parameters or quantities for a suitably fixed number of observations within a specified time is a common practice to avert such problems. 2'3'22 The use of FFT is a standard practice for measurements at ultra-low frequencies in the sub-Hz region. The averaging procedure could utilize self-developed measurement processes without employing FFT (generally in the Hz region but below kHz) which reasonably satisfy the reproducibility of the data-acquisition method at low frequencies. This is a beneficial approach to certain DUTs when the low-frequency measurement becomes essential. Figure 2 . By incorporating the physical geometrical factors, each of these four complex plane formalisms can be described below with appropriate nomenclature, symbol, equivalent synonym, and one consistent unit. These are:
1. impedance (Z* Z' jZ") in 1 (ohm), or resistivity (p* p' jp") in l-cm (ohm-cm); 
The first group of the complex plane formalisms, consisting of Z*, Y*, C*, and M* plots, is constructed from the as-measured electrical parameters shown in Figure 2 . The second group of the complex plane formalisms, consisting of p*, tr*, e*, and m* plots, employed the state of normalization using the physical geometrical factors.
The direction of vertical arrows (upward and downward) in Figure 2 indicates the multiplication factor jto or 1/jto to be used for the conversion between the associated pair of complex planes. The horizontal arrows indicate reciprocal relationship between the relevant pair of complex planes. The inter-convertible relationships among these complex planes exist in the following way: Figure 6 is used at first, before exploiting Figures 5 and 7 with or without the resonating behavior at high frequencies, it is easy to provide a confusing interpretation. This is because Z*-plane plot exhibits a severe lumped behavior than the other two plots in Figures 5 and 7 . The advantage of presenting these three schematics in a simultaneous fashion is that they display the same bulk dielectric behavior confirming resonating parameters.
Case 1
The "bulk phenomenon" of an MPCHPH system identified must indicate a frequency-independent characteristic. As a high-frequency response, the "bulk phenomenon" corresponds to an SCSJ-like dielectric behavior. The "bulk resistance" results from a homogeneous conduction process throughout the seriesparallel microstructural network of conducting paths. It is reasonable to assume a uniform distribution of electrical field stress as all junctions (i.e., grain-boundaries or intergranular regions) are shorted out at high frequencies. This means that the electrical barriers are no longer operative at high frequencies and, thus, leaving only "bulk phenomenon." Under this circumstance, the "bulk resistance" can easily be transformed to "bulk resistivity" using physical geometrical factors. of the disorder in the grain orientation as it may have no impact on-the total electrical behavior. In the case of a sensitive DUT this issue should be considered.
Thus, "bulk conductance" or "bulk conductivity" would bear a meaning identical to the "bulk resistance" or "bulk resistivity," respectively. Any of these four nomenclatures indicates the same mechanism and must yield the "average grain carrier density." The "average grain carrier density" assumes even distribution of carriers in each grain. In the same way, "bulk phenomenon" resolves the other four nomenclatures derived from "capacitance" when series and parallel configuration are considered. Figure 6 . Thus, to describe bulk phenomenon and achieving complete information on the microstructural network of electrical paths, each of these illustrations is important. The bulk parameters resolved in Figures 5, 6 , and 7 can be converted to bulk resistivity (PZnO) and bulk permittivity (ezno) using physical geometrical factors.
From the C*-plane plot of Figure 5 , it is evident that the semicircular relaxation in the Z*-plane ( Figure 6 ) cannot simply be designated as the grain-boundary phenomenon. The Z*-plane relaxation yielded several other relaxations in the C*-plane. Figure 6 makes the situation complicated if the high-frequency resonance phenomenon is incorporated. That is why the resonance phenomenon 3'22'35 is displayed separately as Figure 7 . Although the left-intercept in Figure 6 is identified as a bulk resistance, two consecutive semicircles were not obvious as the resonance phenomenon intercepted the bulk dielectric behavior in ascribing the Z*-plane behavior. The bulk dielectric quantity C6 (Czno) is obtained as a parallel parameter in Figure 5 , which effectively is also in parallel with the bulk resistance, RznoTherefore, a precautionary measure is necessary before confirming a phenomenon of an electrical response only by inspecting the semicircular feature in the Z*-plane. The bulk phenomenon thus identified can be normalized to obtain the average carrier density in the grains for the ZnO-Bi203 based varistors. This is analogous to the SCSJ-like situation and, therefore, a carrier density of about 1017/cm3 can be obtained. Same numerical value is also obtained from the post-nonohmic ohmic region 22'4 utilizing the current-voltage (I-V) behavior and optical method. 41 Case 2
The identification of the grain-boundary resistance becomes obvious at a frequency range lower than that of the bulk resistance phenomenon. This is evident in Figure  6 by the chord of the semicircular relaxation. The grain-boundary resistance can simply be transformed to grain-boundary conductance. It cannot be converted to the corresponding resistivity or conductivity, because the grain-boundary region does not have any connection with the physical geometrical factors. The grainboundary phenomenon is associated with the intergranular region where two consecutive grains are in intimate contact (possibly with the presence of a second phase at the interfaces). This intimate contact can cause a potential barrier or discontinuity in the conducting path due to the charge storage and/or trapping at the defect sites (primarily originating from the dangling bonds). Each potential barrier constitutes a certain electrical thickness, corresponding to a transition or depletion region for a Schottky-like barrier. Since these regions in the microstructure are more resistive than the surrounding grains, a major portion of the applied electric field is dropped across these regions. Thus, the microstructural geometrical factors constitute contact area between the successive grains and electrical thickness 160 M.A. ALIM of the grain-boundaries. These factors should be used in converting grain-boundary resistance to grain-boundary resistivity. Implying the same argument, grainboundary capacitance can be converted to grain-boundary permittivity. Thus, it becomes obvious that such a conversion is meaningful only when the grainboundary phenomenon is properly identified in the frequency-domain, and these two microstructural geometrical factors (contact area and electrical thickness) have nothing to do with the physical geometrical factors.
The grain-boundary relaxation yields a resistance of about 6.2 10 8 f in Figure  6 . This response is extracted while the grain-boundary junctions are not electrically shorted. The grain-boundary barriers are still in effect in the frequency range (f <--10 6 Hz). As the depletion region thickness and grain-to-grain contact area are not known, the grain boundary resistance cannot be converted or normalized to grain boundary resistivity. If single grain-boundary junctions are investigated, individual thickness of the depletion region and grain-to-grain contact area will be known.
42
In the event when single-frequency (arbitrarily selected spot-frequency) immitance components are used in investigation, the nature of dispersion is not identified or the operative phenomena can only be assigned, mostly, by guessing. This is one of the reasons why single-frequency dielectric evaluation incorporating physical geometrical factors can cause confusion. Extending this concept further, until the term grain-boundary resistivity is ascertained, the term grain-boundary conductivity will not be appropriate to use. If a fraction of the contact area contributes to the total conduction process (due to the non-planer contact configuration across the grain-boundary interfaces), this contact area is better termed as the effective contact area. In order to understand the role of either contact area or effective contact area, a grain-to-grain single-junction study is helpful. 42 The effective contact area can be determined using classical Mott-Schottky equation if the carrier concentration is spatially uniform in each grain, as demonstrated in the literature. 22, 43 Case 3
The electrode-related contribution to the immittance components can be observed at frequencies much lower than the frequency-range for the grain-boundary phenomenon. The contributions associated with each electrode terminal may not be identical, although their physical nature or origin is likely to be the same considering the degree of non-uniformity and relevant concentration of the dangling bonds at the DUT's surface. A mismatch in the work-function between the electrode material and the DUT is often responsible for the electrode-related contribution. Another source of electrode-related contribution, commonly observed in ionic or electrolytic materials, is ascribed to the charge accumulation or blocking of the charge carriers. For reasons similar to that of the grain-boundary phenomenon the electrical parameters associated with the electrode, once identified cannot be normalized using physical geometrical factors. Although the physical electrode area may be applied, the barrier layer thickness (i.e., electrical thickness) should be determined and used to replace the physical thickness of the DUT.
Another perspective of the electrode effect is the evolution of the resonance phenomena in certain material systems. This is observed, in general, at very high MATERIAL CHARACTERIZATION 161 frequencies and can be seen in Figure 5 . The resonance effect is not necessarily related to the piezoelectric resonance phenomena. Reference 35 describes combined (lumped) electrode-material effect for the observed resonance in Figure  5 . When a material exhibits piezoelectric resonance, possible contribution from the electrode may not be separated. Therefore, electrode effects can be observed depending on the type of the material and the nature of investigation. It is, therefore, important to have sufficient knowledge of the type of materials investigated when a resonance phenomenon is observed.
Case 4
The trapping contribution to the terminal immittance is another important issue. This contribution causes dispersion of immittance with frequency. Figure 5 is an example of such a dispersion. For a lumped "grain-boundary phenomenon" the identity of trapping is completely masked as is seen in Figure 6 . However, Figure 5 unravels the lumped response and several trapping contributions are evident. The traps are responsible for constituting electrical barriers at the grain-boundaries. They sustain these barriers under the applications of the ac small-signal amplitude in conjunction with the superimposed dc electric field. These traps may vary in their contributing R-C elements. Thus, the relaxation time (time constant) is sensitive to the frequency-domain measurements, and may vary or remain the same. Often these traps give rise to a lossy system. Depending on their nature of contribution to the total immittance components, the entire dispersion of immittance as a function of frequency may vary. The (17) is not essential. In other words, although trapping phenomenon is physically associated with certain physical or geometrical configuration, it does not require exact knowledge of the physical area and thickness to be precisely determined. However, for a left-interceptless single semicircular relaxation in the Z*-plane the normalization of R and C to obtain p and , respectively, will not affect the purpose.
Each trapping relaxation depicted in Figure 5 provides a pair of R-C series combination in the C*-plane. None of these parameters can be normalized, as their physical location is within the depletion region of the grain-boundary electrical 162 M.A. ALIM barrier. ' 
